12/13/2019

CS-19 Revised Principles,
New Expectations
GUIDELINES FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLIANCE

A Selective look at the Principles


This will be a selective review of important
changes to the Principles, and a look at
sections which presented challenges at
Shenandoah.



For a comprehensive review, we suggest you
attend presentations by SACSCOC staff.

About Shenandoah University


Shenandoah is a Level VI institution located in Winchester Virginia



Our curriculum includes the applied liberal arts and professional
programs, including College of Arts and Sciences, School of
Education and Leadership, Conservatory, School of Business,
School of Nursing, School of Pharmacy and School of Health
Professions. FTE: 3,800



We underwent Reaffirmation during 2018-2019; our site visit was in
March 2019



We only had one final recommendation, on QEP assessment
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About Us


Christopher Bean – Director of Institutional Accreditation and
Director of University Libraries, Chair of Reaffirmation Steering
Committee, cbean@su.edu



Howard Ballentine - Director of Institutional Research and
Assessment, hballent@su.edu



Teresa Masiello – Associate Director of Assessment, WEAVE
manager, tmasiell@su.edu

About our Audience


How many times have you been to this
conference?



Where are you in the accreditation process?



Use one word to describe…



PollEv.com/howardballen021



Text howardballen021 22333

Reorganization of the Principles


The 2018 Principles reflect a substantial reorganization



Include integration of Core Requirements and Comprehensive Standards



Core Requirements are still identified



Merger of redundant sections, i.e. 2.9 and 3.8.1



Elimination of old sections:


3.2.7 (organizational Structure)



3.2.14 (Intellectual Property)



3.3.1. parts 4-5 (Continuing Education and Public Service Assessment)



3.5.4 (terminal degrees for faculty)
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Moving from the old to the new


We started under the 2012 Principles and moved to the 2018 Principles



Crosswalk documents (both found in Handouts)


SACSCOC Staff Crosswalk



Virginia Regional Accreditation Symposium Crosswalk

OR


Don’t Look Back and Start Anew



Principles of Accreditation 2018



Principles of Accreditation Resource Manual

New Section 4.2.g


4.2.g Board Self-Evaluation


The governing board defines and regularly evaluates its
responsibilities and expectations.
 Does

your board have a policy regarding evaluation of its
work in place?

 What

is the evidence that this policy has been
implemented?

New Section 12.6


12.6 Student Debt


The institution provides information and guidance to help
student borrowers understand how to manage their debt and
repay their loans.
 Does

your institution have a policy and procedure in place?

 What

is the evidence that you have done this?
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Modified Emphasis in the new
Principles




4.2.c (CEO Evaluation)


The governing board selects and regularly evaluates the institution’s CEO



Under old 3.2.1: The governing board of the institution is responsible for the selection
and the periodic evaluation of the chief executive officer



From “periodic evaluation” to ”regularly evaluates”

14.4 (Accrediting Decisions of other agencies)


The institution represents itself accurately to all US DOE recognized agencies… and
informs them of any change of accreditation status…



Under old 3.13.1, this required an institution “describe itself in identical terms to each
recognized accrediting body.”



The new language clarifies is the requirement and is simpler.

7.1 Institutional Planning


7.1 (Institutional Planning)


The institution engages in ongoing, comprehensive, and integrated
research-based planning and evaluation processes that (a) focus on
institutional quality and effectiveness and (b) incorporated a
systematic review of institutional goals and outcomes consistent with its
mission.


Change in scope over old 2.5 – (The institution engages in ongoing,
integrated, and institution wide research-based planning and evaluation
processes that (1) incorporate a systematic review of institutional mission,
goals, and outcomes; (2) result in continuing improvement in institutional
quality; and (3) demonstrate the institution is effectively accomplishing its
mission.)

8.1 Student Achievement




8.1 (Student Achievement)


The institution identifies, evaluates, and publishes goals and outcomes for student
achievement appropriate to the institution’s mission, the nature of the students it
serves, and the kinds of programs offered. The institution uses multiple measures to
document student success.



More specific language than old 4.1 - The institution evaluates success with respect to
student achievement consistent with its mission. Criteria may include: enrollment
data; retention, graduation, course completion, and job placement rates; state
licensing examinations; student portfolios; or other means of demonstrating
achievement of goals.

“How does the institution determine appropriate measurable goals and
outcomes for student achievement consistent with its mission?” - Resource
Manual 2018
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Assessment: Comparing 2012 Standards to 2018
Standards
2012 Standards

2018 Standards

Actions

The institution identifies expected outcomes, assesses
the extent to which it achieves these outcomes, and
provides evidence of improvement based on analysis
of the results in each of the following areas:

The institution identifies expected outcomes, assesses
the extent to which it achieves these outcomes, and
provides evidence of seeking improvement based
on analysis of the results in the areas below:

In the new Principles, the expectation on continuous
improvement is gone and now the focus is on
“seeking” improvement.

3.3.1.1 educational programs, to include student
learning outcomes

8.2a Student learning outcomes for each of its
educational programs. (Student outcomes:
educational programs)

3.3.1.2 administrative support services

7.3 -The institution identifies expected outcomes of
its administrative support services and demonstrates
the extent to which the outcomes are achieved.
(Administrative effectiveness)

Shenandoah University took this change into
consideration and began communicating this
message during training (meetings). Action plans
included evidence of seeking improvement based
on analysis of findings.

3.3.1.4 research within its mission, if appropriate

8.2c Academic and student services that support
student success. (Student outcomes: academic and
student services) replaces old 3.3.1.4

Specific templates were used so academic programs
and departments could “see” their findings and
analyses and create action plans based on these
findings. Reviewing past action plans helped
programs remember what happened in previous
reporting cycle and then determine if what they put
in action made a difference. We also reviewed the
Achievement Summary Analysis report for each
area in WEAVE.

How Shenandoah Approached the Compliance Audit
Learning from our Past

●

●

●

●
●

What we Did

Recognized that our assessment process
was not organized

• Hired an Associate Assessment Coordinator
• Offered assessment training
• Introduced WEAVE
Did not have comprehensive assessment • Established an institutional definition for assessment
plan
• Established a set of core assessment terms: Objectives, measures,
targets, etc.
Assessment “language” was not being
• Gained administrative support: Leading by example, Buy-in from
used across campus
VP’s
• Demonstrated ways that assessment is meaningful to academic
Did not have faculty “buy-in”
and nonacademic programs and units.
• Communicated often: Using same message
Needed a repository for assessment data

Taking a Practical Approach
Putting Theory into Practice

How this helped with the Compliance Report

Created a timeline for data entry in WEAVE – published frequently

“Stay on task” while keeping faculty and staff aware of deadlines

WEAVE audits conducted regularly and results shared with VP’s

Identify concerns (missing data, inefficient data, etc) in a timely
manner

Created assessment templates for those having difficulty entering
data in WEAVE; Associate Director of Assessment then entered this
data in WEAVE
Utilized Detailed Assessment Reports (DAR) in WEAVE for a three
reporting cycles (3-years)
Utilized the Achievement Summary Analysis Reports in WEAVE

Gather assessment data from those that might not otherwise enter
in WEAVE

Demonstrate that SU has an assessment plan in place and has
been gathering data over time.

Demonstrate that all programs and departments use findings to
seek improvement based on analysis of data over time.
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Template: 3- Year Data for Academic Programs
Shenandoah University
Program Assessment Examples
2015-2018
Educational Program: History, BS
Example Learning Objectives:
Students will be able to identify and explain the
significance of key events, people, movements,
and concepts.

Example Assessment Tools:
Capstone thesis
Content examinations
Analytical writing assignments
Research assignments
Quizzes
Presentations
4-8 page research proposals,
document analysis reports,
historical artifact analysis reports,
oral history subjects reports, 1020 page research papers,

Key Findings:

Changes Made:

2015-2016
Objective #1 was met with 87%
(target of 85%) History majors and
minors meeting acceptable levels of
historical knowledge and skills
through tests and assignments.
However faculty noted that students
were having difficulty providing
own analysis of specific readings.

Even though objective was met,
the faculty met to discuss
methods for improving test
questions and to discuss ways to
provide assistance in classes so
students have added exposure to
analyzing and evaluating
content in readings.

2016-2017
Objective #1 was met with 93%
(target of 85%) History majors and
minors meeting acceptable levels of
historical knowledge and skills
through tests and assignments.
Faculty noticed an increase in
students abilities to analyze content
in readings and providing more indepth evaluations. They will
continue using these methods in
classes.

Outcomes: Did it work?

2016-2017
Objectives #1 and #2 were met.
Students scored 90% or better with
a target of 80%.

The Department of History uses
a broad range of instruments
through a variety of
assignments designed to assess
student achievement. Faculty
will be using journal entries in
2017-2018.

2017-2018
Objectives #1 and #2 were met with
students scoring 90% or better with a
target of 80%. Faculty report that
using journal entries helped to
improve student writing.

Template: 1- Year Reporting Cycle
Objectives

Measures and
Targets

Students will have the
capacity to reflect on
performance to improve
professional competence
and behaviors

Measure: An advising
form is completed with
each student to assist with
student reflections and
behaviors.

Findings

Action Plans

Please enter findings here Record actions here:
for the 2018-2019
reporting cycle

Based on these findings,
what actions will be put
in place for the next
Target: An advising form reporting cycle?
is completed with each
student at the start of the
SUOT program. Faculty
meet with advisees each
semester to review and
reflect with students.

Template: Achievement Summary Analysis

Achievement Summary Analysis in WEAVE

Actions

What specifically did your assessments show
regarding proven strengths or progress you
made on outcomes/objectives?

Faculty and staff enter answers in WEAVE to
these three questions at the end of the
reporting cycle - MAY

What specifically did your assessments show
regarding any outcomes/objectives that will
require continued attention?

This allows faculty and staff to identify what
worked well and which areas need
improvement.

The third question gave us information that
helped prepare the Compliance Report
Reflecting on questions 1 and 2, how will you because we were able to show that our
academic programs were “seeking to make
make continuous improvement?
improvements.” This is the one area that
changed in the new Standards.
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Section 6.1: Faculty Numbers


6.1: Full Time Faculty: The institution employs an adequate number of fulltime faculty members to support the mission and goals of the institution



Replaces old 2.8 in part


Outline responsibilities of full-time faculty in teaching, service, scholarship,
administrative functions and governance



Establishing target ratio of student FTE to full-time faculty: 15:1



Number of sections taught, number of credit hours generated by FT faculty



Establishing target percentage of instruction by full-time: 50%

6.2.b Program Faculty (Numbers)


6.2.b: For each of its educational programs, the institution employs a sufficient
number of full-time faculty members to ensure curriculum and program quality,
integrity and review.



Replaces old 2.8 in part



Measures:





% of instruction taught by FT by department – target 50%



Ratio of FT faculty to student FTE by department 15:1


To reflect the needs of both major and non-major courses, student FTE was calculated two
ways:



FTE by Majors



FTE by Credit Hours generated

We found we did not always meet our targets!

Section 6.2.a: Faculty Qualifications


6.2.a: For each of its educational programs, the institution justifies and documents the
qualifications of its faculty members



Replaces old 3.7.1



Narrative described institutional recruitment policies to ensure quality



Faculty Rosters


Most recent two semesters of courses on the rosters



Full-time and part-time



Provide details on credentials and show alignment with the specific courses being taught



Links to course descriptions for the reviewer



Context of degrees held by faculty in specialized areas



Don’t forget those who teach Distance Ed and Dual Enrollment
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6.2.c Program Coordination


New 6.2.c For each of its educational programs, the institution assigns
appropriate responsibility for program coordination



Old 3.4.11 For each major in a degree program, the institution assigns
responsibility for program coordination, as well as for curriculum
development and review, to persons academically qualified in the field



A shift from “academically qualified” to “Appropriate responsibility”



But: Institutional policy and definition of coordinators



Evidence that coordinators are involved in the responsibilities we say

Section 11: Library and Learning
Resources



11.1 The institution provides adequate and appropriate library and
learning/information resources, services, and support for its mission.


Old 2.9 and 3.8.1 consolidated



Focus on adequacy and appropriateness, quality vs quantity, alignment with
curriculum



Assessments, faculty committee minutes, benchmarks

Section 11.2 Library and
learning/information staff


11.2 The institution ensures an adequate number of professional and other
staff with appropriate education or experiences in library and/ or other
learning/information resources to accomplish the mission of the institution


Demonstrating staffing adequacy and appropriateness:



Job descriptions, CVs, workload volume, hours, assessments and surveys, outside
reviews or benchmarking with similar institutions



Might include technology support here, we put it under 12.2
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Section 11.3 Library and
learning/information access


11. 3 The institution provides (a) student and faculty access and user
privileges to its library services and (b) access to regular and timely
instruction in the use of the library and other learning/information
resources.



Access to collections and services: physical building hours, online



Access to timely instruction



Include technology instruction here, from old 3.4.12

Section 12: Student Support Services


Consolidates discussion regarding academic and student support services



12.2 deals with “adequate number” and “appropriate education or
experience” of staff in student support areas


For us, that included a large number of individuals, including IT staff



We included links to job descriptions and CVs



Narrative descriptions of the work of each unit



Assessments and surveys for adequacy

14.2 Substantive Change


The institution has a policy and procedure to ensure that all substantive
changes are reported in accordance to SACSCOC policy



Relates to old 3.12.1



Make sure your institution has a policy in place



Show evidence that you have submitted substantive change
notifications since last reaffirmation
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Section 14.3 Comprehensive
Institutional Review


The institution applies all appropriate standards and policies to its distance learning
programs, branch campuses, and off-campus instructional sites


New version mentions off-campus instructional sites



We have three off-campus instruction sites and dual enrollment programs



We used SACSCOC policy on Distance Education as framework for response



Consider the scope of DE programs and impact on mission and planning
documents



Look at all policies relating to DE and dual enrollment



Student and academic support of DE



Faculty Development, training and DE

Expectations on Narratives


Address all parts of the Principle, including lettered subsections



Look for these words in Principles: “Publishes, implements, demonstrates,
evaluates, disseminates”



Examples:


5.5: (Personnel appointment and evaluation) “publishes and implements”



6.3: (Faculty appointment and evaluations) “publishes and implements”



10.1: (Academic policies) “and disseminates”



12.3: (Student rights) “publishes… and disseminates”



12.4: Student Complaints: “publishes, demonstrates, maintains record”

Narratives, continued



Provide evidence that institution follows its own policies



Embedding the evidence in the narratives


Don’t make the reviewer work for it



Make the case for compliance, not just links to documentation



Lead the reviewer to the conclusions you want to them to reach



Provide multiple examples of evidence
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Thinking about institutional policies


Responding to policies stated in a principle or standard



Unstated and implied institutional policies in a principle or standard



Institutional process for approving policies and evidence of
approvals



Underlying rationale for a policy or process



Evidence that the institution follows its own policies

Notes on the Focused Report


Response to the Off-Site Committee Report



Optional, but do it anyway



Our Off-Site Committee identified 18 areas where they could not
determine compliance



Most responses required additional documentation and narrative to make
the case for compliance



Some of our areas included…

Stay Focused…on evidence


4.2.c (CEO Evaluation) evaluation documents



4.2.d (Board Conflict of Interest) Bylaws and signed forms



4.2.e (Board Dismissal) Bylaws



6.2.a (Faculty Qualifications) transcripts



6.3 (Faculty Evaluation) evaluation and promotion documents



9.4 and 9.5 (Institutional Credits) degree audit examples



9.6 (Post-baccalaureate rigor) Syllabi
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Additional Focused Report areas


10.1 (Academic Policies) Process and evidence of approvals



11.1 (Library and Information Resources) Evidence of collection adequacy



11.2 (Library and Learning/information staff) Additional data on workload
and staff responsibilities



12.3 (Student rights) evidence that we actively disseminate this info



13.7 (Physical Resources) Physical plant assessment data and deferred
maintenance details



13.8 (Institutional Environment) Lab safety, alert system testing



14.3 (Comprehensive Institutional Review) More detail on Distance
Education support services

WEAVE Accreditation


We used the WEAVE Accreditation platform for the Compliance
Certification


Easy to enter narratives and add documentation



Produces a PDF document linked to documentation



Formatted for Compliance

For the Focused Report, we simply created PDF file of linked PDF
narratives

Questions and Comments


Contact Information



Christopher Bean – Director of Institutional Accreditation and Director of
University Libraries, Chair of Reaffirmation Steering Committee, cbean@su.edu
540-665-4553.



Howard Ballentine - Director of Institutional Research and Assessment,
hballent@su.edu 540-665-4767.



Teresa Masiello – Assistant Director of Assessment, WEAVE System Manager,
tmasiell@su.edu, 540-542-6296.
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